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Abstract10

Some theories posit that icehouse (with polar ice sheets) and greenhouse (ice-free) states11

throughout Earth history are not deterministic, but bistable—both states may occur for12

the same level of radiative forcing. If correct, then the climate state that persists for mil-13

lions of years can depend on which state already existed, giving the system a ‘memory’14

effect. However, on these timescales the negative silicate weathering feedback in the long-15

term carbon cycle stabilizes global climate—a feedback which is missing from models that16

simulate a bistable system. Here, we test whether bistability persists on million-year timescales17

with a model that couples climate, weathering, and the long-term carbon cycle. We show18

that transitions between bistable states put the long-term carbon cycle out of balance19

and silicate weathering restores this balance, collapsing bistability. On million-year timescales20

any memory effect disappears, and the state of global climate is largely deterministic.21

1 Introduction22

Over the course of Earth history, our planet has cycled between icehouse and green-23

house climate states (with and without large polar ice sheets) that often span millions24

of years. The mechanisms behind these long-term cycles remain a first-order question25

in the Earth sciences. One set of theories posits that these cycles are driven by exter-26

nal forcings to the Earth system that modify the long-term carbon cycle, such as changes27

in long-term solid Earth degassing of CO2 (Berner, 1991, 2004, 2006; Herbert et al., 2022;28

Lee et al., 2013; McKenzie et al., 2016; McKenzie & Jiang, 2019; Van Der Meer et al.,29

2014) or internal processes such as changes in the efficiency of weathering reactions that30

sequester CO2 (Caves et al., 2016; Caves Rugenstein et al., 2019; Krissansen-Totton &31

Catling, 2017; Kump & Arthur, 1997; Macdonald et al., 2019; Swanson-Hysell & Mac-32

donald, 2017). Under these theories, the state of global climate is deterministic—it can33

be unambiguously determined if the external forcings and internal processes are known.34

Alternatively, work based on energy balance climate models and ice sheet models35

calls into question the role of external forcings in icehouse-greenhouse transitions. These36

studies often find that the Earth system displays bistability, whereby an icehouse or a37

greenhouse climate state can exist at the same level of external forcing, usually repre-38

sented by the partial pressure of atmospheric CO2 (pCO2) (Fig. 1A) (Budyko, 1969; Dort-39

mans et al., 2019; Ferreira et al., 2011; Kypke & Langford, 2020; Pohl et al., 2014; Pol-40

lard & DeConto, 2005; Rose & Marshall, 2009; Sellers, 1969; Stap et al., 2017). A bistable41

system is not deterministic because, within the ‘bistability window’ (Fig. 1A), its state42

cannot be unambiguously determined from the external forcings and internal processes.43

When more than one stable state is possible, the realized state depends on the memory,44

or past state, of the system. For example, an icehouse and greenhouse are both possi-45

ble at T2 in Fig. 1A, but an icehouse is realized because the system was previously in46

an icehouse state at T1. In a bistable climate, a small, short-lived forcing can irreversibly47

tip the system from one state to the other—the memory of the system allows the new48

state to persist indefinitely after the forcing has ceased.49

Icehouse-greenhouse bistability emerges most strongly due to the positive ice-albedo50

feedback whereby warming melts high-albedo ice, decreasing the amount of reflected sun-51

light, causing more warming and melting more ice (or, conversely, cooling expands ice52

coverage, causing more cooling) (Budyko, 1969; Ferreira et al., 2011; Rose et al., 2017;53

Sellers, 1969). Although most common in simpler energy balance models (Abbot et al.,54

2011; Budyko, 1969; Rose & Marshall, 2009; Sellers, 1969), icehouse-greenhouse bista-55

bility has also been identified in fully coupled Earth System Models (Ferreira et al., 2011;56

Pohl et al., 2014). The exact mechanisms for bistability vary across the model hierar-57

chy, but positive non-linear radiative feedbacks, such as the ice-albedo feedback, are crit-58

ical in supporting multiple equilibria in all cases (DeConto & Pollard, 2003; Murante et59

al., 2020; Pollard & DeConto, 2005; Schneider et al., 2019).60
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Figure 1. Bistability scenarios and Cenozoic data. (A) Classical icehouse-greenhouse

bistability. T1 represents the prior state of the system (the state it “remembers”). Filled T2

circle shows the realized state at some later time, and open T2 circle is a mathatically possible

equilibrium. (B) Paleoclimate data over the last 70 million years show multiple stable temper-

ature solutions for some values of atmospheric CO2 (Westerhold et al., 2020). (C) Long-term

(million-year) bistability landscape where the forcing is CO2 emissions, not the atmospheric CO2

concentration.

Recent work suggests that transient nudges between bistable states can explain ma-61

jor icehouse-greenhouse transitions in Earth history (Dortmans et al., 2019; Kypke &62

Langford, 2020; Pohl et al., 2014; Pollard & DeConto, 2005; Stap et al., 2017). In the63

Cenozoic (∼ 66−0 Ma) and Ordovician (∼ 485−443 Ma), for example, modeling work64

has linked the establishment and persistence of ice sheets to the climate system’s mem-65

ory after crossing some critical threshold (Dortmans et al., 2019; Kypke & Langford, 2020;66

Pohl et al., 2014; Pollard & DeConto, 2005; Stap et al., 2017, 2022). These model re-67

sults imply that the memory of the climate system is indefinite. Once the state of the68

system changes, there are no internal processes (i.e., negative feedbacks) that operate69

to restore the system to its original state. Consequently, long-lasting climate transitions70

can occur with minimal external forcing. Indeed, external drivers of icehouse-greenhouse71

transitions are not always obvious from paleoclimate data and they remain intensely de-72

bated (Elsworth et al., 2017; Jagoutz et al., 2016; Lefebvre et al., 2013; McKenzie et al.,73

2016; Park et al., 2020; Pohl et al., 2014; Rugenstein et al., 2021).74

The debate surrounding whether global climate is deterministic has focused on why75

bistability is more robust in simple models and less so in complex models, and the im-76

plications for paleoclimate—such as whether short-lived forcing can cause long-lived cli-77

mate change—are largely seen as hinging on these results (Dortmans et al., 2019; Fer-78

reira et al., 2011; Kypke & Langford, 2020; Pohl et al., 2014; Rose & Marshall, 2009; Rose79

et al., 2017; Stap et al., 2017; Valdes, 2011; Zeebe, 2011). However, the models at the80

center of this debate—both simple and complex—do not explicitly represent known neg-81

ative feedbacks in the long-term carbon cycle that play out on million-year timescales82

(Ferreira et al., 2011; Kypke & Langford, 2020; Pohl et al., 2014; Rose & Marshall, 2009;83

Stap et al., 2017). The primary known negative feedback is the silicate weathering feed-84

back, which is considered a pre-requisite for planetary habitability because it tends to85

restore climate after a perturbation, preventing runaway climate states (Archer, 2005;86

Sagan & Mullen, 1972; Walker et al., 1981). Such a negative feedback should act against87
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the positive ice-albedo feedback by limiting the memory of the climate system and there-88

fore its potential to exhibit bistability. In this way, whether the climate system is deter-89

ministic depends on the timescale—climate could be bistable on short timescales but de-90

terministic on longer timescales when long-term carbon cycle feedbacks, primarily neg-91

ative feedbacks, must be considered.92

Here, we test whether icehouse-greenhouse transitions are deterministic over ge-93

ologic timescales (> 106 yr), assuming the climate system is bistable but also subject94

to known long-term negative feedbacks that operate in the geologic carbon cycle. To do95

so, we use a newly developed model (Kukla et al., 2022b) that couples an energy bal-96

ance climate model capable of simulating bistable states (Flannery, 1984; Frierson et al.,97

2006; Hwang & Frierson, 2010; Rose et al., 2014; Roe et al., 2015; Siler et al., 2018) with98

a model for rock weathering (Caves et al., 2016; Ibarra et al., 2016; Maher, 2011; Ma-99

her & Chamberlain, 2014; Winnick & Maher, 2018) and a one-box model of the long-100

term exogenic carbon cycle (Berner, 2006; Caves et al., 2016; Caves Rugenstein et al.,101

2019; Shields & Mills, 2017). Previous work has investigated exoplanet habitability with102

related frameworks, coupling a weathering model or carbonate chemistry model with a103

lower-order energy balance climate model (Abbot et al., 2012; Graham & Pierrehumbert,104

2020; Graham, 2021), though these studies did not explicitly simulate the long term evo-105

lution of the carbon cycle as implemented here.106

In this work, we show that there is only one global temperature solution that bal-107

ances the long-term carbon cycle for a wide range of climate forcings and continental con-108

figurations. Short-term bistability causes more than one possible global temperature for109

a given pCO2 level, but the alternative temperature state puts the carbon cycle out of110

balance. Thus, so long as a negative feedback acts to maintain a balanced carbon cy-111

cle, the memory of the climate system is ultimately limited by the response time of this112

negative feedback in collapsing the alternative temperature state. We further define a113

bistability framework that accounts for the distinct forcing mechanisms of long-term cli-114

mate and discuss key considerations when using paleoclimate data to test icehouse-greenhouse115

bistability. Our results emphasize that even if the climate system can exhibit bistabil-116

ity, the long-term climate state is generally deterministic as the geologic carbon cycle117

collapses short-term bistability to a single, stable state.118

2 Long-term climate and bistability119

The long-term habitability of our planet depends on global temperatures being warm120

enough that water does not freeze and cool enough that it does not boil (or, more re-121

strictively, cool enough for macroscopic life to survive) (Kasting, 1993; Sagan & Mullen,122

1972). On timescales short enough that the solar luminosity flux is constant (but long123

enough for exogenic carbon fluxes to impact pCO2), varying volcanic emissions are the124

largest source of greenhouse gases and, thus, climatic change. If these emissions are not125

balanced by the removal of greenhouse gases, the climate system can “runaway” and be-126

come too hot (similar to Venus today) or too cold (similar to Mars). Modeling the long-127

term carbon cycle shows that even small imbalances (< 10%) between emissions and128

sequestration can cause a runaway climate within a few million years (Berner & Caldeira,129

1998; D’Antonio et al., 2020). Thus, it has long been understood that some negative feed-130

back must allow carbon sequestration via burial in some form to respond to emissions131

to maintain habitability.132

This negative feedback is widely thought to depend on the weathering of silicate133

rocks (Berner & Caldeira, 1998; Maher & Chamberlain, 2014; Walker et al., 1981). As134

pCO2 increases, a more intense hydrologic cycle and warmer temperatures cause more135

silicate weathering which transfers atmospheric pCO2 to alkalinity and, ultimately, se-136

questers it as carbonate minerals (Urey, 1952; Velbel, 1993; Walker et al., 1981). This137

negative silicate weathering feedback represents the primary distinction between short-138
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term and long-term climate. Atmospheric pCO2 forces climate but, on million-year timescales,139

climate influences atmospheric pCO2 via silicate weathering. In this case, pCO2 is not140

the external forcing of the climate system because it is implicated in internal feedbacks141

which affect the balance between inputs and outputs of CO2. Instead, solid Earth car-142

bon degassing (or carbon sequestration, recognizing that degassing and sequestration must143

balance on long timescales) is the appropriate external forcing (McKenzie & Jiang, 2019)144

(Fig. 1C). In turn, factors such as tectonics and rock weatherability may also act as a145

forcing on climate by causing weathering fluxes to change (Bluth & Kump, 1994; Caves Ru-146

genstein et al., 2019; Kump & Arthur, 1997; Raymo & Ruddiman, 1992; Penman et al.,147

2020). As we will discuss later, a natural consequence of this distinction is that climate148

bistability on long timescales must be evaluated relative to volcanism (the external forc-149

ing) rather than atmospheric pCO2 (e.g. Veizer et al. (2000)).150

The last ∼ 66 million years, the Cenozoic Era, presents a useful case study for con-151

sidering the likelihood of long-term climate bistability (Kypke & Langford, 2020; Stap152

et al., 2017). Cenozoic proxy data for temperature and pCO2 are abundant, global cli-153

mate existed in both a greenhouse (66−34 Ma) and icehouse (34 Ma-present) state, and154

previous work has argued that these states could be bistable (Dortmans et al., 2019; Kypke155

& Langford, 2020; Pollard & DeConto, 2005; Stap et al., 2017). If the long-term climate156

system is bistable, the most recent greenhouse-icehouse transition ∼ 34 million years157

ago may be the product of pCO2 falling below a critical threshold or tipping point (DeConto158

& Pollard, 2003; Pollard & DeConto, 2005; Pearson et al., 2009; Goldner et al., 2014),159

with the memory of the climate system allowing the new icehouse state to persist, in-160

fluencing global climate for millions of years (Pollard & DeConto, 2005; Kypke & Lang-161

ford, 2020; Stap et al., 2017). Indeed, absent other long-term forcings, if pCO2 returned162

to its prior greenhouse levels after the icehouse transition then climate memory is required163

to explain the icehouse’s persistence. Some atmospheric pCO2 compilations show that164

the same pCO2 level can yield an icehouse or a greenhouse climate (Fig. 1B) (Westerhold165

et al., 2020). Others, however, show a smaller or absent bistable window (Foster & Rohling,166

2013; Rae et al., 2021), and it is not clear whether temperature-CO2 bistability can ac-167

curately diagnose long-term climate bistability.168

3 Methods169

Our simulations are run with the newly developed Carbon-H2O Coupled HydrO-170

lOgical model with Terrestrial Runoff And INsolation, or CH2O-CHOO TRAIN. This171

model combines a zonal mean energy balance climate model with components for the172

weathering of minerals and the fluxes of the long-term carbon cycle. Each sub-model is173

described in more detail in Kukla et al. (2022a) and below, along with information on174

how the models are coupled. Code and documentation for the CH2O-CHOO TRAIN can175

be found in Kukla et al. (2022b).176

3.1 The energy balance model177

We use an energy balance model that simulates zonal mean climate by balancing178

net atmospheric heating (Qnet; W m−2) with the divergence of northward moist static179

energy transport (Flannery, 1984; Frierson et al., 2006; Hwang & Frierson, 2010; Rose180

et al., 2014; Roe et al., 2015; Siler et al., 2018). The model is built on equation 1, relat-181

ing Qnet to the latitudinal gradient of column-integrated moist static energy (h; J kg−1)182

and a constant coefficient for diffusive energy transport (D; m2s−1)183

Qnet(x) = − ps
ga2

D
d

dx

[(
1− x2

) dh
dx

]
(1)
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Figure 2. Coupled model schematic. Atmospheric pCO2, the initial climate state, and

the ice albedo feedback determine the equilibrium climate state in the energy balance model

(pink dashed outline, short-term climate system). On longer timescales, the climate state influ-

ences weathering, which draws down atmospheric pCO2 (black dashed outline, long-term climate

system). Volcanism (i.e. solid Earth degassing) is the primary external forcing for pCO2 in the

model. Plus and minus signs refer to the direction in which one term affects the next.

where ps is air pressure at the surface (Pa), g is acceleration due to gravity (m s−2),184

a is Earth’s radius (m), x is the sine of latitude and (1−x2) accounts for the planet’s185

spherical geometry. Moist static energy, h, is defined as the sum of latent and sensible186

heating, h = cpT+Lvq(T ), where cp is the specific heat of air (J kg−1), T is the near-187

surface temperature (◦C), Lv is the latent heat of vaporization (J kg−1), and q is spe-188

cific humidity (g kg−1), a function of temperature via the Clausius-Clapeyron relation-189

ship. We prescribe Qnet based on the balance of non-reflected incoming radiation and190

energy lost to space where191

Qnet(x) = Q0(x)(1− α(x))− (A+BT (x)). (2)

The first term on the right of equation 2 is the source term, defined as the balance192

of incoming and outgoing shortwave radiation where the incoming shortwave (Q0) is mul-193

tiplied by one minus albedo (α) at latitude x. The second term is the sink term where194

outgoing longwave radiation linearly depends on temperature T via a coefficient (B) that195

captures the effect of the water vapor feedback and an intercept (A) that depends on pCO2196

(Budyko, 1969; Koll & Cronin, 2018; Siler et al., 2018; North et al., 1981).197

Based on the moist static energy output, the model solves for precipitation and evap-198

oration, employing the modifications for upgradient Hadley cell transport, following Siler199

et al. (2018). These precipitation and evaporation fluxes hold for zonal mean conditions200

over the ocean, where there is an infinite supply of water to evaporate, but they are not201

readily applicable to terrestrial conditions where evaporation is often limited by water202

availability. As a result, this zonal mean scaling by itself can produce unreasonable re-203

sults over land on long timescales, such as evaporation outpacing water supply (Siler et204

al., 2018). To address this shortcoming, we estimate terrestrial evapotranspiration (ET ;205

kg m2 s−1) and runoff based on the balance of precipitation (P ; kg m2 s−1) and poten-206

tial evapotranspiration (E0 taken as the oceanic evaporation; kg m2 s−1) using the Budyko207
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hydrologic balance framework (Budyko, 1974; Fu, 1981; L. Zhang et al., 2004). Here, runoff208

is a fraction (krun) of P with the fraction determined by209

krun = 1− ET

P
=

E0

P
−
[
1 +

(
E0

P

)ω]1/ω
− 1. (3)

Equation 3 is a version of the Budyko equation where ω is a free parameter that210

determines the efficiency with which precipitation is partitioned into evapotranspiration211

versus runoff. We assign the global average ω of 2.6 for all simulations (Fu, 1981; L. Zhang212

et al., 2004; Greve et al., 2015).213

3.2 Weathering Model214

Though the weathering model is described in detail elsewhere (Maher & Chamber-215

lain, 2014; Winnick & Maher, 2018), we briefly outline the primary equations and pa-216

rameters here. To encapsulate the role of climate in modifying weathering fluxes, we use217

the reactive transport framework of Maher and Chamberlain (2014). The silicate weath-218

ering flux (Fw,sil; mol kyr−1) is calculated via:219

Fw,sil = Q× C[sil] (4)

where C[sil] is the concentration of silicate derived solutes (mol 1000L−1) and Q220

is discharge (m3 kyr−1) calculated from the product of runoff and land area. In this re-221

active transport framework, temperature affects C[sil] via an Arrhenius relationship; runoff,222

in turn, modifies C[sil] via dilution. Reaction rates are parameterized with a Damköhler223

weathering coefficent which reflects the rate of fresh supply of minerals and their lithol-224

ogy. Though not implemented in this paper, varying this coefficient permits testing how225

spatially variable lithologies and erosion rates may alter the time-transient evolution of226

the Earth system following a perturbation. The theoretical maximum C[sil] (C[sil, eq])227

is modified by the weathering zone pCO2, according to the relationships presented in Winnick228

and Maher (2018). Weathering zone CO2 is calculated following the system of equations229

presented in Volk (1987).230

3.3 Carbon Cycle Model231

The geological carbon cycle model calculates the mass balance of the dissolved in-232

organic carbonate (DIC) and alkalinity reservoir pools as a function of the primary fluxes233

of carbon and alkalinity. Inputs of carbon include volcanism, carbonate weathering, and234

petrogenic organic carbon weathering and outputs of carbon include carbonate burial235

and organic carbon burial. The alkalinity mass balance comprises inputs of carbonate236

weathering and silicate weathering and the primary output is carbonate burial. We spe-237

ciate the carbonate system using the parameters of (Zeebe & Wolf-Gladrow, 2001) and238

assume equilibrium between atmospheric CO2 and oceanic CO2. Carbonate burial is pa-239

rameterized as a first-order relationship with the calcite saturation index, Ω, in the ocean240

(Caves Rugenstein et al., 2019; Stolper et al., 2016) and organic carbon burial is param-241

eterized as a first-order relationship with the carbonate burial flux (Caves Rugenstein242

et al., 2019; Ridgwell, 2003).243

3.4 Coupling the energy balance model with the weathering and car-244

bon cycle components245

We run long-term steady state and time-transient simulations with different model246

couplings. In our steady state simulations, we only couple the energy balance climate247

model with the weathering model (Fig. 2). To accomplish this, we first define a control248
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simulation that provides a baseline for the latitudinal distribution of temperature and249

continental runoff. These temperature and runoff fields are fed into the weathering model250

at each latitudinal box and the global weathering flux is determined by integrating the251

latitudinal profile. This global flux is then scaled via a constant coefficient to match a252

prescribed initial volcanic degassing rate, satisfying the steady state condition whereby253

weathering (carbon sequestration) balances volcanism (carbon emissions). This coeffi-254

cient acts to modify the strength of the weathering feedback, and we hold it constant255

for all steady state and time-transient simulations so the output is directly comparable.256

The weathering model then uses deviations in temperature and runoff from the baseline257

climate state to simulate changes in weathering fluxes, providing an internally consis-258

tent weathering response to changing climatic parameters. In steady state simulations,259

weathering fluxes are calculated but have no effect on climate—volcanism in these runs260

is implicitly assumed to change 1:1 with weathering and no perturbations to the system261

are imposed.262

The key difference between our steady state and time-transient simulations is the263

inclusion of time-dependence in the long-term carbon cycle. With this time-dependence,264

atmospheric pCO2 responds to imbalances between volcanism and weathering, increas-265

ing when there is excess volcanism and decreasing when there is excess weathering. The266

time-transient simulations also require defining a baseline climate and weathering coef-267

ficient, after which point the model is run forward in time using a fourth order Runge-268

Kutta algorithm with the pracma package in R (Borchers, 2021).269

3.5 Bistability in the energy balance model270

Bistability emerges in the energy balance model based on the numerical calcula-271

tion. The set of energy balance model equations can be solved as a boundary value prob-272

lem using the bvpcol function from the bvpSolve package in R (Mazzia et al., 2014). To273

solve the set of equations, we prescribe an initial guess of temperature at each pole and274

set the moist static energy flux at both poles to zero (zero-flux boundary condition). The275

initial temperature guess captures the effect of memory in the model. If we initialize the276

model with polar temperatures that would cause glaciation, the model will settle into277

an icehouse climate if a stable icehouse is possible. For the same set of conditions, the278

model will produce a greenhouse climate if initial polar temperatures are above the glacia-279

tion threshold and a stable greenhouse is possible.280

Our simulations can be run with bistability turned on or off. When bistability is281

turned off we use the same initial temperature guesses for all simulations (one pole above282

the glaciation threshold, and one pole below). When bistability is turned on, the initial283

temperature guess is prescribed based on the previous timestep in the time-transient sim-284

ulations, and prescribed by the user in the steady state model. In the time-transient runs,285

we initialize the model in an icehouse if the previous timestep produced an icehouse cli-286

mate and, alternatively, in a greenhouse if the previous timestep produced a greenhouse287

climate. If the model tries to transition from one state to the other, we verify that this288

transition also occurs in a series of test scenarios where the pCO2 and initial temper-289

ature conditions are “nudged” by < 1ppmv and < 1◦C, respectively. If all test scenar-290

ios produce the new climate state, the state transition is deemed robust and is accepted.291

If even one scenario produces the previous climate state, the previous state persists. This292

robustness test for icehouse-greenhouse transitions only occurs when bistability is turned293

on, and it effectively prescribes a high level of “inertia” in the climate system. This in-294

ertia makes it harder for the model to change from one climate state to the other and,295

thus, maximizes the size of the bistability window (the blue box in Fig. 1A).296
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3.6 Model experiments297

We conduct four sets of simulations that address (1) the distinction between short298

and long-term climate bistability; (2) the silicate weathering response to climate and con-299

tinentality; (3) the memory of the climate system; and (4) a general estimate of the long-300

term climate bistability window.301

Experiments 1-3 use a control climatology baseline, where the internal parameters302

and feedback strengths follow previous calibrations based on modern climate (Hwang &303

Frierson, 2010; Roe et al., 2015; Siler et al., 2018) and climate sensitivity is tuned to ∼304

4−6◦C of warming per doubling of pCO2 (Knutti et al., 2017). We use a single, con-305

trol climatology here to focus on how the system responds to different forcings and con-306

tinental configurations holding all else constant. In experiment 4, we explore a wide range307

of internal parameters, radiative feedback strengths, and climate sensitivities in an ef-308

fort to constrain the limits of long-term climate bistability.309

3.6.1 Bistability in the short and long-term climate system310

We first analyze the response of the climate system in our model to a reversible,311

1.5x forcing in three simulations (Fig. 3A). In each case, the energy balance model re-312

tains memory of the previous climate state—it is initialized in an icehouse if the previ-313

ous timestep produced an icehouse, or a greenhouse if the previous timestep produced314

a greenhouse. The first run is a “short-term climate” simulation (see Fig. 2) where at-315

mospheric pCO2 is the external forcing, and the long-term carbon cycle is not consid-316

ered. The model is run in multiple forcing steps in steady state mode, grounded in an317

initial baseline climate. In these forcing steps, pCO2 steadily ramps up to 1.5x the ini-318

tial value, then ramps down symmetrically back to the initial value (Fig. 3A). In the sec-319

ond run, the initial baseline climate state is identical, but long-term climate constraints320

(where weathering acts on pCO2) are included, and the forcing on the system is a 1.5x321

increase in volcanism (not pCO2). Atmospheric pCO2 evolves based on the balance of322

volcanism and weathering. Unlike in the first simulation, this long-term simulation re-323

quires running the model in time-transient mode to allow a new steady state to be reached324

for each new level of volcanic forcing. To accomplish this, we run the model for 750 kyr325

at each forcing level (each point in Fig. 3C) permitting the model to reach a new steady-326

state, and we calculate the steady state climatology (plotted) based on the average of327

the last 175 kyr (effectively “spinning up” the model at each new forcing step). This ap-328

proach is functionally equivalent to (but computationally less expensive than) changing329

volcanism so slowly that the long-term carbon cycle is always in balance. We only plot330

the equilibrated results for the long-term simulation, but output from the full, time-transient331

model evolution can be found in Supplemental Fig. S1.332

The third simulation repeats the second, but accounts for the effect of orbital forc-333

ing on incoming solar insolation. Orbital forcing introduces noise to the climate system334

that can cause icehouse-greenhouse thresholds to be crossed earlier, limiting the region335

of bistability. Pollard and DeConto (2005), for example, found that orbital forcing di-336

minished the memory of distinct stable states in an ice sheet model that exhibits hys-337

teresis (a memory effect). We compute the last 8.25 million years (11 volcanic forcing338

steps for 750 kyr each) of annual mean insolation forcing using the global astronomical339

parameters of Laskar et al. (2004) to calculate the latitudinal insolation distribution fol-340

lowing Berger (1978) and Berger et al. (2010) as implemented in the palinsol package341

in R (Crucifix, 2016). Insolation forcing is then updated within the exogenic carbon cy-342

cle numerical solver based on the solver’s timestep. We note that our model does not343

capture seasonality, and thus will not resolve the seasonal climate variations induced by344

orbital forcing that often drive the long-term mean climate and carbon cycling (e.g. De Vleeschouwer345

et al. (2020); Gosling and Holden (2011); Tigchelaar and Timmermann (2016)). Thus,346
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orbital cycles in our model likely underestimate the true effect of orbital forcing on cli-347

mate and its long-term variability.348

3.6.2 Weathering response to climate and geography349

To test the relationship between silicate weathering and global runoff in our cou-350

pled model, we simulate climate and weathering for a range of atmospheric pCO2 lev-351

els using five idealized geographic configurations (Fig. 4). These geographic configura-352

tions include a vertical “Cat-eye” configuration of land, a “Midland” configuration with353

midlatitude continents, “Northland” with a polar continent (inspired by Laguë et al. (2021)),354

“Subtropicland” with subtropical continents, and “Tropicland” with a single belt of land355

across the tropics. Note that, while these geographies are displayed in two-dimensions356

for simplicity (Fig. 4), there is no zonal asymmetry as the model computes zonal mean357

climate. All simulations are conducted in steady-state mode (no time dependence). Thus,358

while we solve for the flux of carbon burial due to silicate weathering, we implicitly as-359

sume that emissions and removal fluxes of atmospheric CO2 are balanced. To directly360

compare each configuration with the same set of boundary conditions, we define the sil-361

icate weathering feedback strength coefficient such that the weathering flux for the Cat-362

eye configuration at 280 ppmv pCO2 is 8×1012 moles C/yr (Bachan & Kump, 2015),363

and we use the same coefficient for all simulations.364

3.6.3 Climate memory365

We run the fully coupled, time-transient model with the Cat-eye and Subtropicland366

geographies at a range of initial atmospheric pCO2 levels to constrain the memory of the367

climate system at different weathering sensitivities. In each model run, an additional 3.3×368

1018 moles of carbon are emitted via volcanism (relative to background) over the span369

of 100 kyr. After 100 kyr, the external forcing returns to its initial, background level.370

We calculate the memory of the climate system based on how long a new climate state371

(i.e., icehouse or greenhouse) is sustained after the 100 kyr forcing ends. For example,372

an icehouse that transitions to a greenhouse during a transient carbon cycle perturba-373

tion, but recovers to an icehouse after 250 kyr would have a climate memory of 250 kyr.374

In contrast, by this definition, the memory is zero if the initial climate state is restored375

before the forcing ends, and the memory is not defined if the forcing does not cause the376

climate state to change at all.377

The key distinction between this climate memory calculation and a carbon cycle378

“recovery time” is the definition of the initial state (e.g. Archer (2005); Caves et al. (2016)).379

The climate memory is set by the time when the initial climate state (i.e., icehouse or380

greenhouse) is recovered, whereas the recovery time often refers to the point when the381

initial global temperature is recovered, or when balance is restored between carbon emis-382

sions and burial. Thus, a greenhouse climate that is perturbed to a warmer greenhouse383

can have a well-defined recovery time, but no defined climate memory because the state384

of global climate did not change. In contrast, when the climate system is perturbed from385

an icehouse to a greenhouse (or vice versa) the climate memory and recovery time will386

be similar. Because the recovery time can impact climate memory, bistability is not re-387

quired in the energy balance model for memory to be non-zero. Therefore, to constrain388

how bistability affects climate memory independent of the system recovery time, we re-389

peat the above simulations with bistability turned off, making the energy balance model390

fully deterministic.391

3.6.4 Estimating the long-term bistability window392

In our final set of simulations, we explore how the long-term bistability window changes393

in a wide range of climate conditions. We run six sets of experiments, each calculating394

how the bistability window responds to a broad range of values for a given model pa-395
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rameter. The six parameters that we test are (1) climate sensitivity to pCO2 (A in equa-396

tion 2); (2) the strength of the water vapor feedback (B in equation 2); (3) the diffusiv-397

ity coefficient (D in equation 1); (4) ice albedo (effectively the strength of the ice albedo398

feedback); (5) land albedo (indirectly affects the ice albedo feedback strength); and (6)399

the temperature threshold for ice to form. Tests 4-6 serve to modify the strength of the400

ice albedo feedback by either changing the difference between land/ocean and ice albedo,401

or allowing ice to form at higher or lower temperatures (though always below 0◦C).402

For each of the six model parameters, we run the coupled model in steady state403

mode (energy balance model plus weathering model assuming weathering balances vol-404

canism) for every 5 ppmv of pCO2 across the entire short-term bistability window. Steady405

state mode is used because our goal is to constrain the bistability window on steady state406

timescales (> 1 million years). At each pCO2 level, we test at least 10 different orbital407

configurations that approximate an eccentricity cycle, and we test two sets of temper-408

ature boundary conditions (one for icehouse and one for greenhouse) for a total of 20 sim-409

ulations. The bistability window is bounded by the pCO2 level where all 20 simulations410

return a greenhouse climate (the upper-bound) or all 20 simulations return an icehouse411

climate (the lower-bound).412

However, this bistability window overestimates the true bistability window in the413

short and long-term climate because it is the sum of all orbital configurations. That is,414

the lower-limit occurs at the orbital configuration that produces the lowest-pCO2 green-415

house and the upper-limit occurs at the orbital configuration that produces the highest-416

pCO2 icehouse. The bistability window for any single orbital configuration (as in the short-417

term climate) is likely more limited. Long-term climate bistability is even more restricted418

because, at a given pCO2, the stable climate state must persist for effectively all orbital419

configurations, not just a few.420

Thus, to constrain the long-term bistability window, we develop an approach that421

accounts for orbital variability but is less strict than requiring a climate state to persist422

for all orbital configurations, providing a broader (more conservative) estimate of the long-423

term bistability window. In this approach, we calculate the fraction of orbital configu-424

rations where, if the model is initialized in an icehouse (greenhouse) the model will re-425

sult in an icehouse (greenhouse). In other words, we calculate the fraction of orbital con-426

figurations that do not change the initial climate state. We refer to this fraction of sim-427

ulations as the “stable fraction” and it is calculated for each climate state (icehouse or428

greenhouse) at every pCO2 level. A stable fraction of one means that orbital forcing will429

not change the climate state for a given pCO2. A stable fraction of 0.6 means that 40%430

of orbital configurations will cause the climate state to change at that pCO2 level.431

Using this stable fraction metric, we deem a climate state (icehouse or greenhouse432

at a given pCO2) unstable in the long-term when (1) the stable fraction for that climate433

state is low and (2) the stable fraction for the alternative climate state is sufficiently higher.434

Any stable fraction less than 0.75—meaning that one quarter of orbital configurations435

would cause an icehouse-greenhouse transition—is deemed low enough to be unstable436

because the initial climate state is unlikely to persist for a full orbital cycle. In these cases,437

we then deem the climate state unstable only if the alternative state’s stable fraction is438

at least 0.15 greater, making it more stable. When these two conditions are met for a439

given level of pCO2—the initial climate state has a stable fraction of < 0.75 and the440

alternative state’s stable fraction is at least 0.15 greater—then the initial climate state441

at this pCO2 is considered unstable in the long-term and does not contribute to the bista-442

bility window.443

In the above framework, the lower-bound of the long-term bistability window is the444

lowest pCO2 level where a greenhouse is stable (stable fraction > 0.75 or stable frac-445

tion < 0.75 and no more than 0.15 below the icehouse value). The upper-bound of the446

bistability window is the highest pCO2 where an icehouse is stable (stable fraction > 0.75447
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Figure 3. Long-term carbon cycle and orbital forcing collapse bistability. (A) Forc-

ing normalized forcing over time. Refers to pCO2 change for panel (B) and volcanic emissions

for panels (C, D). (B) Climate response in the energy balance model (short-term system) only.

Temperature does not return to its initial state even though the forcing does return to its initial

state. (C, D) The equilibrated climate response to long-term carbon cycle-climate dynamics.

Without orbital forcing, a small bistability window emerges where two climate states (icehouse

and greenhouse) exist for the same temperature (C). With orbital forcing, this bistability window

disappears and the climate state is fully deterministic (D).

or stable fraction < 0.75 and no more than 0.15 below the greenhouse value). Long-term,448

bistability is the range of volcanic degassing (assumed equal to weathering) that this win-449

dow covers. The bistability window is zero (a fully deterministic climate) when there is450

no volcanic degassing level that could support both a long-term stable icehouse and green-451

house climate.452

4 Results453

4.1 Short and long-term climate bistability454

Consistent with previous work (Dortmans et al., 2019; Hyde et al., 1999; Kypke455

& Langford, 2020; Pohl et al., 2014; Pollard & DeConto, 2005; Stap et al., 2017, 2022)456

our model exhibits hysteresis, or a memory effect, when the constraints of the long-term457

carbon cycle are ignored. In Figure 3, a 1.5x increase in pCO2 causes a shift to a green-458

house climate that is sustained even when pCO2 decreases back to its initial value (Fig.459
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3B). The climate system “remembers” its new greenhouse state even after the forcing460

that caused the transition to a greenhouse state ends. This is a bistable result—the right461

panel of Fig. 3B shows that more than one state (icehouse vs greenhouse) can exist for462

the same forcing (atmospheric pCO2). This simulation does not have any negative feed-463

backs capable of restoring the original state; consequently, the new greenhouse state will464

persist indefinitely.465

Inclusion of the long-term carbon cycle, however, shrinks the range of bistability.466

Here, volcanic emissions (not pCO2) increase by 1.5x and act as the forcing on the sys-467

tem. Note that “Time” on the x-axis effectively refers to “forcing steps” (see Methods).468

As volcanic emissions and global temperatures increase, climate transitions to a green-469

house state (Fig. 3C, “no orbital”). This new state persists until volcanism and temper-470

ature decline sufficiently to restore the icehouse state. While the final state is identical471

to the initial state, there is still a small bistability window in the “no orbital” simula-472

tion. At a global temperature of ∼ 22 degrees, the equilibrated, long-term climate sys-473

tem can exist in either a low-CO2 greenhouse (CO2 = 265) or a higher-CO2 icehouse474

(CO2 = 291) (Fig. 3C, “no orbital” right panel). This bistability is possible because475

both states have the same global weathering flux that can balance volcanic emissions.476

Thus, a limited window of long-term climate bistability is possible in our model, but only477

when an icehouse and greenhouse climate have similar weathering fluxes which gener-478

ally requires similar global temperatures.479

Our results from the “orbital” simulation, however, show that even the diminutive,480

long-term bistability window is fragile. The variability in mean annual insolation due481

to orbital forcing erases the low-CO2 greenhouse state, returning the system to the more482

stable higher CO2 icehouse (Fig. 3D, the “orbital” panels). As in the “no orbital” sim-483

ulation, there is a single stable temperature for any given forcing (volcanism). However,484

unlike “no orbital”, the “orbital” simulation also produces a single climate state (icehouse485

or greenhouse) for each level of forcing. In other words, we find no long-term bistabil-486

ity in our “orbital” simulation. As mentioned in section 3.6.1, our “orbital” simulation487

likely under-represents the true climate noise induced by orbital forcing because it ig-488

nores precession and seasonal feedbacks that can amplify the long-term mean response.489

Orbital forcing primarily affects global temperature in our model, and the simulated tem-490

perature response to orbital variations is about 0.1◦C. This temperature response is likely491

substantially smaller than the global temperature changes associated with orbital cycles492

for most of the Cenozoic (Lisiecki & Raymo, 2005; Westerhold et al., 2020; Zachos et al.,493

2001). Nonetheless, orbital variability, along with the long-term carbon cycle feedbacks,494

fully collapses the bistability window that exists in the short-term simulation. Full, time-495

transient output for Figure 3C is plotted for reference in the supporting information.496

4.2 Weathering response to climate change497

The increase in silicate weathering with warming is a robust feature in our model498

that collapses short-term climate bistability. The strength of the silicate weathering feed-499

back is determined by the magnitude of the weathering response to climate—if the feed-500

back is strong, then weathering increases rapidly with warming (Caves et al., 2016; Is-501

son et al., 2020; Penman et al., 2020). Thus, the factors that drive silicate weathering—502

primarily temperature and runoff in our model—dominantly determine the strength of503

the silicate weathering feedback.504

We find that global terrestrial runoff increases with warming in each idealized ge-505

ographic configuration except for the Subtropicland world (Fig. 4A). Here, runoff increases506

slightly with initial warming as ice sheets melt, but decreases with further warming in507

a greenhouse climate. The decrease in runoff with warming is a consequence of decreas-508

ing precipitation with warming in the subtropics, although whether runoff declines in509

the subtropics as pCO2 rises in more complex general circulation climate models remains510
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controversial (Byrne & O’Gorman, 2015; Burls & Fedorov, 2017). In all other configu-511

rations, runoff increases with warming. The kink-point in the Northland world simula-512

tion occurs at the icehouse-greenhouse transition—runoff increases faster with warming513

in an icehouse state because of the combined effect of warming plus ice sheet retreat ex-514

posing more land area for water runoff. In the greenhouse state, the ice-free land area515

does not change with climate and the runoff sensitivity to warming decreases. While the516

runoff response to warming is uncertain in complex Earth System Models, the CMIP5517

ensemble predicts a global runoff increase of 2.9%/K with warming (X. Zhang et al., 2014),518

broadly consistent with our results for a range of continental geographies.519

The temperature and runoff outputs of the energy balance model, when used to520

drive the weathering model, yield a positive change in silicate weathering with warm-521

ing. This weathering response to warming is shown in Figure 4B, where the y-axis re-522

flects the normalized weathering (burial) or volcanic (emissions) CO2 flux as we assume523

steady state in these scenarios. The shape and relative slope of the weathering response524

to warming is broadly consistent with that of the runoff response. However, in the Sub-525

tropicland world, weathering increases slightly with warming despite a decrease in runoff;526

in short, rising temperatures increase concentrations of weathered material, driving an527

increase in the weathering flux despite a decrease in global discharge.528

4.3 Climate memory529

The memory of the climate system in our model is ultimately limited by the time530

required for the geologic carbon cycle to return to steady-state—the carbon cycle’s re-531

covery time. This recovery time depends in part on whether the energy balance model532

(short-term climate) is run with bistability turned on. The recovery time also increases533

when the silicate weathering feedback is weak (the increase in weathering flux with in-534

cremental warming is small). Figure 5 illustrates this point. The climate system “remem-535

bers” its previous state for longer in the Subtropicland world, where the weathering re-536

sponse to climate is weak (see Fig. 4B), compared to the Cat-eye geography where the537

weathering response is stronger (Fig. 5D).538

Our results also show that a bistable climate, by itself, increases the memory of the539

system. When bistability is turned off (Fig. 5B and faded lines in Fig. 5D) the system540

takes less time to return to the original climate state. The bistable simulations take longer541

to return in part because we impose a high degree of “climate inertia” (see Section 3.5).542

However, this result is also due to the bistable climate system needing to overshoot the543

initial temperature to return to the initial state. Figure 5C outlines how, after the icehouse-544

greenhouse transition (arrow 1), a bistable climate is temporarily within a greenhouse545

state (arrow 2) which it follows to a pCO2 level that is below the initial pCO2, then warms546

along the icehouse arrow until the original state is restored (arrow 3). This overshoot547

(arrows 2 and 3) can be seen in the global temperature response in Figure 5B. Reach-548

ing this overshoot point—the pCO2 threshold where a greenhouse tips to an icehouse—549

takes more time when the greenhouse-icehouse pCO2 threshold occurs at a temperature550

similar to the starting temperature (i.e. at higher initial pCO2 values). The starting tem-551

perature corresponds with a balanced carbon cycle, so approaching the starting temper-552

ature (even from a different climate state) slows the rate of CO2 drawdown by acting553

to balance the fluxes of weathering and volcanism. This effect explains why the change554

in memory with pCO2 is less linear (more exponential) with bistability turned on. The555

initial state takes much longer to recover when the new climate state yields a weather-556

ing flux that can nearly balance volcanism (Fig. 5B). We note that once the initial pCO2557

is sufficiently greater than the control pCO2 the model is initialized in a greenhouse state558

so there is no change in climate state (thus, no memory) across the volcanic perturba-559

tion. This greenhouse threshold happens after the initial minus control pCO2 value reaches560

50 ppmv in Subtropicland word, but before 50 ppmv in the Cat-eye geography, which561

is why the purple triangles extend to higher ∆pCO2 values in Figure 5D.562
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Figure 4. Climate impacts on weathering. (A) Global runoff increases with temperature

in all geographies but the Subtropicland world. The slope and intercept differ depending on the

geographic configuration, but many are similar to scaling in more complex models (gray line;

X. Zhang et al. (2014)). (B) Due to the tight coupling between runoff and temperature, silicate

weathering broadly tracks the runoff trends. Importantly, in all cases there is a single silicate

weathering flux for a given global temperature, restricting the global temperature capable of bal-

ancing the long-term carbon cycle. All values are normalized to the Cat-eye world at ∼ 10◦C.
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Figure 5. Climate returns to initial state after perturbation. (A) Volcanic perturba-

tion for all simulations and (B) Example calculation of “memory” using the Cat-eye geography

(see asterisk in panel D). Note that simulations with and without bistability follow the same

path until about 75 kyr after the perturbation ends. (C) Small dots show time-transient pCO2

and temperature results for the Cat-eye simulations (Subtropicland is similar with a temperature

offset due to differences in planetary albedo). Larger shapes show the starting conditions for the

Cat-eye (orange square) and Subtropicland (purple triangle) geographies. All simulations warm

to a greenhouse climate (brown dots) then ultimately return to an icehouse (teal dots). Sparse

icehouse points along the greenhouse line are due to the memory effect of the system. (D) Mem-

ory of the climate system increases in Subtropicland (weaker weathering feedback) and with a

higher initial pCO2, closer to the greenhouse tipping point. In all simulations, the memory of the

system is less than 500 kyr. Without bistability, the system recovers faster, especially approach-

ing the icehouse-greenhouse threshold.
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4.4 The long-term bistability window563

Figure 6A and B show a characteristic experiment constraining the bistability win-564

dow for a single geography (Midland world) and a single set of climate conditions. The565

range of pCO2 values where both icehouse and greenhouse climates are stable in the long-566

term (i.e., stable to orbital variations) is marked by the gray bracket in Figure 6A. In567

the absence of long-term carbon cycle constraints, the bracketed bistability window ac-568

counts for a ∼ 3◦C range of global temperatures (light blue rectangle) in this example.569

However, on million-year timescales, the bistability window is the range of volcanic de-570

gassing or weathering flux values (not pCO2 values) where an icehouse and greenhouse571

are stable. This long-term bistability window is smaller, spanning 0.3× 1012 moles of572

C per year (about 3% of the control simulation degassing rate) and a ∼ 0.5◦C range in573

global temperature (Fig. 3B; darker blue rectangles).574

The results in panels A and B show a larger long-term bistability window than the575

majority of climate conditions and continental configurations. About half of all exper-576

iments show no long-term bistability, and the bistability window is less than 1× 1012577

moles/yr in all scenarios (Fig. 6C). For reference, volcanic degassing may have varied578

over the course of the Cenozoic by greater than 4×1012 moles/yr (Berner, 2006; Caves579

et al., 2016; Herbert et al., 2022; Van Der Meer et al., 2014). This bistability window580

further collapses when we assume a lower climate inertia by requiring long-term stable581

states to be stable for all orbital configurations (stable fraction of 1). In this case, two-582

thirds of all initial conditions have no long-term bistability, and all bistable solutions have583

a bistablity window smaller than 0.4×1012 moles/yr (Supplementary Fig. S2). Over-584

all, the long-term bistability window is zero in the majority of our simulations. When585

a bistability window exists, it is generally limited to a range where volcanic degassing586

cannot vary by more than a few percent, much less than the variability predicted on million-587

year timescales (Berner, 2006).588

5 Discussion589

5.1 Different frameworks for short and long-term climate bistability590

A stable climate solution is one that can persist indefinitely; it cannot be reversed591

by the internal processes nor fixed external forcings on the system. The short and long-592

term climate systems have different forcings and, therefore, their stability (and bistabil-593

ity) must be evaluated in different frameworks. On sub-million-year timescales where at-594

mospheric pCO2 is the dominant climate forcing, bistability can be illustrated in a plot595

of pCO2 versus global temperature (with temperature serving as a proxy for climate state)596

(Fig. 6A). This bistability framework breaks down on million-year timescales where cli-597

mate (and pCO2 itself) is forced by the balance of CO2 emissions and sequestration (here,598

volcanism and weathering). Thus, long-term bistability requires overlap of greenhouse599

and icehouse states in a plot of temperature against volcanic emissions, not pCO2 (Fig.600

6B).601

This long-term bistability framework applies on timescales where the long-term car-602

bon cycle should be considered balanced (generally < 1−5 million years to prevent a603

runaway climate (Berner & Caldeira, 1998; Broecker & Sanyal, 1998; D’Antonio et al.,604

2020)) such that a given climate state may persist indefinitely. This requirement of a bal-605

anced long-term carbon cycle ultimately restricts the long-term bistability window due606

to the effect of the negative silicate weathering feedback. A balanced long-term carbon607

cycle requires that icehouse and greenhouse states have the same weathering flux to bal-608

ance volcanism, and this condition is generally met when the greenhouse pCO2 level is609

lower than the alternate icehouse state, thereby compensating for the lower albedo of610

the ice-free greenhouse and resulting in similar global temperatures, runoff, and weath-611

ering fluxes for each state. Importantly, there is only a small range of conditions where612
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Figure 6. A limited long-term bistability window. Characteristic results showing the

short-term (A) and long-term (B) bistability frameworks with pCO2 and volcanism as the forc-

ings, respectively, for a single set of internal parameters in the Midland world. Point size and

color refers to the stability of a given climate solution, calculated as the fraction of orbital con-

figurations where the state is stable. (C) There is no long-term bistability in 53% of simulations

(from a range of geographies and climate conditions; inset), and the simulations that produce

long-term bistability yield a small bistability window compared to changes in volcanic degassing.

This bistability window is generally limited to a volcanic degassing range of < 0.5 × 1012 moles

C/yr, or within ∼ 6% of modern degassing.

a greenhouse is stable at a lower pCO2 than an icehouse, and these solutions occur near613

the upper and lower-bounds of the short-term bistability window (close to the icehouse-614

greenhouse tipping points). This effect can be seen in Fig. 6A where the temperature615

range for long-term bistability (darker blue horizontal bar) overlaps with the low-pCO2616

stable greenhouse states, the high-pCO2 stable icehouse states, but not the climate states617

in between. The core of the short-term bistability window is not bistable in the long-term618

climate.619

The fact that the long-term bistability window mostly exists near the icehouse-greenhouse620

tipping points explains why this bistability window is so sensitive to “noise” or internal621

variability such as orbital cycles. When the climate state is near a tipping point, inter-622

nal variability is more likely to nudge the system to the new, often more stable, state.623

In Figure 6A, for example, the low-pCO2 greenhouse is less stable than the icehouse cli-624

mate at the same pCO2 such that internal variability will favor tipping from the green-625

house to the more stable icehouse. It is likely that our simulations underestimate the true626

internal variability of the climate system because (1) we do not account for seasonal ef-627

fects that can amplify the effect of orbital variability on climate and (2) we impose a con-628

servatively high climate inertia, so the model tends to stay in the same climate state even629

as that climate state becomes increasingly unstable. Consequently, we are likely over-630

estimating the range of volcanic degassing variations where long-term bistability is rea-631

sonable (Fig. 6C).632
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5.2 Implications for paleoclimate transitions633

Our results emphasize that the climate system can be bistable in the short-term634

and deterministic on million-year timescales—one does not exclude the other—a find-635

ing that contradicts previous conceptual models based on inherently short-term frame-636

works (DeConto & Pollard, 2003; Hyde et al., 1999; Kypke & Langford, 2020; Murante637

et al., 2020; Pohl et al., 2014; Stap et al., 2017). Consider, for example, a transition from638

a greenhouse climate to an icehouse climate with a lower global temperature but the same639

atmospheric pCO2. In the short-term, these two states are bistable because pCO2 is the640

dominant forcing on the system. In the long-term, however, lower weathering fluxes in641

the cooler, icehouse state require decreased volcanism or a more reactive land surface642

to balance the carbon cycle (e.g. Caves Rugenstein et al. (2019); Kump and Arthur (1997);643

Lear et al. (2004)). If volcanism does not decrease or land surface reactivity does not in-644

crease, CO2 will accumulate in the atmosphere and the greenhouse state will be restored.645

Short-term bistability therefore collapses in the long-term (Fig. 6). The greenhouse-icehouse646

transition must be forced by (or at least coincident with) some change in volcanism, weath-647

ering, or other endogenic carbon flux, thereby making the climate state deterministic;648

otherwise the new icehouse is unlikely to persist.649

The above thought experiment applies to the Cenozoic example we discussed in sec-650

tion 2. Some pCO2 reconstructions for the Cenozoic imply a bistable climate (see Fig.651

1B) with an icehouse-greenhouse transition that occurred ∼ 34 million years ago across652

the Eocene-Oligocene boundary. Much work has sought to explain this transition in terms653

of passing a critical pCO2 threshold (DeConto & Pollard, 2003; DeConto et al., 2008;654

Gasson et al., 2014; Goldner et al., 2014; Pearson et al., 2009; Stap et al., 2017). These655

analyses are appropriate for explaining the abrupt nature of the transition, but they do656

not address why the icehouse state persisted for millions of years (Lear et al., 2004). Other657

studies invoke the long-term carbon cycle as the external forcing, more directly address-658

ing the persistence of the icehouse (Caves et al., 2016; Elsworth et al., 2017; Lear et al.,659

2004; Lefebvre et al., 2013; Scher et al., 2011), but are limited in their ability to address660

the role of positive climate feedbacks in driving the icehouse transition and its abrupt-661

ness. In contrast, Pollard et al. (2013) combine an ice sheet model that exhibits multi-662

stability with different weathering formulations to resolve the abruptness and persistence663

of the Eocene-Oligocene transition. Their findings are consistent with our results—a long-664

term carbon cycle forcing (in their case, a decrease in volcanism) is needed for the new665

icehouse state to persist, making the global climate state deterministic.666

The multi-million year persistence of icehouse or greenhouse climates in the Ceno-667

zoic are perhaps an obvious and relatively well-constrained test of deterministic, “long-668

term” climate states, but on what timescales does this “long-term” determinism apply?669

Since long-term bistability depends on a balanced carbon cycle (as discussed above), long-670

term bistability is restricted to longer timescales when the recovery time of the carbon671

cycle is slow. A weak silicate weathering feedback, for example, will allow the carbon cy-672

cle to remain imbalanced longer, extending the window in which the “short-term” bista-673

bility framework applies. Similarly, carbon cycle imbalances can be extremely prolonged674

in “Snowball Earth” climates—times of near-total Earth glaciation that are often con-675

sidered a bistable climate solution. Snowball Earth events can last many millions of years,676

during which ice cover restricts weathering, leading to excess volcanic C emissions and677

keeping the long-term carbon cycle out of balance (Walker et al., 1981; Hoffman et al.,678

2017). As a result, snowball climates are akin to the short-lived icehouse-greenhouse bista-679

bility in our simulations (see Fig. 5B)—their existence is reversible and limited by the680

time required for the carbon cycle to restore balance. Snowball irreversibility is theoret-681

ically possible, but implausible for at least the most recent, Neoproterozoic snowball events682

(Turbet, 2017). Their more sluggish carbon cycle recovery means that snowball states683

meet the conditions for short-term bistability (irreversible when the long-term carbon684

cycle is ignored) for a longer window of time than their alternative, stable ice-free states.685
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That recovery times are variable, even for a single planet, is a critical considera-686

tion for identifying habitable exoplanets. Murante et al. (2020), for example, use an en-687

ergy balance model to argue that the same conditions that support a snowball can also688

support a climate warm enough for liquid water and therefore life. We add that, in much689

the same way that the long-term climate state cannot be fully determined on short timescales690

in our model simulations, the co-existence of a habitable state and a snowball in an en-691

ergy balance model does not imply that the habitable state will persist once it is real-692

ized. The persistence of a habitable state in a bistable snowball planet will depend on693

the greenhouse gas (or radiative) forcing level at which the long-term carbon cycle is bal-694

anced after the snowball melts (Abbot et al., 2012; Graham & Pierrehumbert, 2020).695

5.3 Diagnosing icehouse-greenhouse bistability with empirical evidence696

Snowball Earth states aside, our model indicates that the global climate state on697

million-year timescales is likely deterministic. How then do we explain apparent bista-698

bility on these timescales in the Cenozoic? And how can paleoclimate timeseries data699

be used to test for climate bistability?700

There are two primary ways in which multi-million year climate data can appear701

bistable (see Fig. 1B) without requiring a long-term, bistable climate. In the first case,702

short-term bistability exists in the climate system, but long-term forcings are necessary703

to navigate this bistability landscape. These forcings make the long-term climate state704

deterministic—a greenhouse requires more volcanism than an icehouse, even for the same705

pCO2. In the second case, internal system parameters that can change independently706

from climate (including geography, ocean heat transport, land albedo, and radiative feed-707

back strengths) change the equilibrium temperature for a given pCO2 level, creating the708

appearance of bistability driven by changes in global temperature that do not necessar-709

ily depend on pCO2. This second option, changes in internal system parameters, must710

be ruled out to confidently diagnose short-term climate bistability from long-term tem-711

perature and pCO2 data. How to rule out such a myriad of processes is beyond the scope712

of this paper, although efforts to constrain the maximum possible climate impacts of the713

major internal processes are a useful step toward this goal.714

However, analyzing paleoclimate data on shorter timescales, where we need not as-715

sume a balanced carbon cycle, is a more direct test of short-term climate bistability. Al-716

though not strictly icehouse-greenhouse bistability, analysis of ∼ 100kyr glacial-interglacial717

cycles has long centered around the possibility that they represent distinct climate states718

(Ferreira et al., 2018; Hyde et al., 1999; Vettoretti et al., 2022). In the middle Miocene,719

Foster et al. (2012) test for evidence of memory effects (hysteresis) in temperature and720

pCO2 proxy data collected at ∼ 300kyr resolution. The lack of hysteresis in their data721

was used to suggest that sea ice, thought to show much less hysteresis than land ice (Pollard722

& DeConto, 2009), was the primary driver of climate and sea level (Foster et al., 2012).723

We note, however, that their average sampling resolution is likely longer than the recov-724

ery time of the carbon cycle in the mid-Miocene (Penman et al., 2020). Any bistabil-725

ity and hysteresis would likely collapse on these timescales, making it harder to detect726

with their data resolution. Subsequent work produced a higher resolution record with727

no clear evidence for hysteresis (Greenop et al., 2014). Indeed, the long-term carbon cy-728

cle should restrict the duration of bistability in ice sheet models as well, so long as ice729

albedo feeds back on global climate. If ice coverage is primarily driven by the height mass730

balance feedback (ice sheet growth causes more precipitation and thus ice sheet growth;731

(Abe-Ouchi & Blatter, 1993; Birchfield et al., 1982; DeConto & Pollard, 2003; Morales Maqueda732

et al., 1998; Pollard & DeConto, 2005)), with no effect on global climate, then we ex-733

pect the long-term carbon cycle will have less of an effect on ice sheet bistability. How-734

ever, we are not aware of any research that has tested the response of long-term ice sheet735

memory to ice albedo and height mass balance feedbacks with a coupled long-term car-736

bon cycle model.737
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5.4 Limitations of model framework738

Whether our model results accurately represent the determinism of long-term cli-739

mate hinges on (1) a non-linear positive feedback linking CO2 (or radiative forcing) to740

global temperature; (2) a negative feedback that stabilizes global temperature on million-741

year timescales; and (3) the lack of any bistability (or multi-stability) inherent to the long-742

term carbon cycle.743

In our model, the ice albedo feedback is the non-linear positive feedback that per-744

mits short-term bistability. However, the effect of ice albedo on global climate has re-745

cently been called into question (Datseris & Stevens, 2021). The lack of a feedback be-746

tween ice albedo and global temperature would likely lead to a more deterministic short-747

term (and thus long-term) climate. Other non-linear positive feedbacks not represented748

in our model, such as the possible loss of subtropical stratocumulus clouds with warm-749

ing, may also cause climate bistability (Schneider et al., 2019). However, this too should750

be short-lived because the low- and high-cloud states represent different global temper-751

atures and therefore likely different weathering fluxes. In short, for any non-linear pos-752

itive radiative feedback, a long-term negative feedback that stabilizes climate would tend753

to act against it, limiting the positive feedback’s potential to cause bistability in the long-754

term.755

We use the silicate weathering feedback to represent the long-term negative feed-756

back in our model, but the strength of this feedback now and throughout Earth history757

is not well known (Penman et al., 2020). Some modeling work has suggested scenarios758

where this negative feedback breaks down (Pollard et al., 2013; Kump, 2018), in which759

case the climate system is likely to runaway or perhaps exhibit multiple stable states (Mills760

et al., 2021). Our model finds a robust weathering feedback largely because the runoff761

response to pCO2 is positive in nearly all cases, and generally consistent with the runoff762

response in more complex, Earth System Models (X. Zhang et al., 2014). Other nega-763

tive feedbacks may also be important for long-term carbon sequestration, such as the erosion-764

driven export of terrestrial organic carbon (Hilton & West, 2020). However, most im-765

portant to our conclusions is that a negative feedback on long-term climate exists. One766

of the strongest lines of evidence commonly evoked for a negative long-term climate feed-767

back is that our planet has been habitable for more than four billion years, and it takes768

less than 10 million years for a 5% imbalance in greenhouse gas emissions versus seques-769

tration to manifest as a runaway climate (Berner & Caldeira, 1998; Broecker & Sanyal,770

1998). Whether due to silicate weathering or some other biogeochemical processes, a neg-771

ative feedback on long-term climate will act to collapse long-term bistability.772

Finally, a deterministic climate on million-year timescales requires a lack of non-773

linear, positive feedbacks in the long-term carbon cycle that can cause bistability. Pos-774

itive feedbacks have been proposed (e.g., Mills et al. (2021)), but are not yet well-tested775

nor widely accepted. Recently, Mills et al. (2021) suggested that tropical weathering rates776

could decrease with warming, causing net CO2 emissions until climate is warm enough777

for increases in mid-latitude weathering to balance the losses in the tropics. As a result,778

they simulate more than one global temperature for a given volcanic degassing rate—779

fitting the criteria for climate bistability in the long-term framework (Fig. 6B). However,780

their model is a preliminary proof of concept for carbon cycle multi-stability, and more781

work is needed to verify the tight coupling between tropical plant productivity and weath-782

ering that is proposed. Our model does not include any processes that can replicate this783

effect, although a strong enough positive carbon cycle feedback should cause long-term784

bistability in our model as well. Addressing the plausibility of such positive feedbacks785

is an important next step in constraining how deterministic the global climate system786

is on million-year timescales.787
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6 Conclusion788

There is mounting evidence from the geologic past that icehouse-greenhouse tran-789

sitions spanning millions of years are driven by the balance of weathering and volcan-790

ism (Caves et al., 2016; Dalton et al., 2022; Herbert et al., 2022; McKenzie et al., 2016;791

McKenzie & Jiang, 2019), rather than irreversible nudges across a critical threshold (Pohl792

et al., 2014; Stap et al., 2017). Our analysis strengthens the theoretical foundation un-793

derlying this empirical evidence for a deterministic long-term climate. A negative long-794

term climate feedback will limit, if not collapse, any bistability that emerges from a non-795

linear positive radiative feedback, regardless of what these feedbacks are. While the timescale796

for collapsing bistability is longer in a Snowball Earth state or when the silicate weath-797

ering feedback is weak, bistable states remain generally reversible—the memory of the798

climate system is finite. The ability of the long-term negative feedback to limit bista-799

bility depends on the range of temperatures (or weathering fluxes) in which both climate800

states can exist. This range is limited by internal noise such as orbital forcing, and it is801

rather small and fragile for a wide array of input parameter values. Notwithstanding pos-802

itive feedbacks in the long-term carbon cycle that remain speculative, our results cast803

Earth’s climate system as highly deterministic on million-year timescales.804
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Text S1: Sensitivity of the bistability window to climate and geography

The range of global temperatures in which long-term bistability is possible is narrow in

our model, restricted to less than 2◦C in all cases. Two climate parameters appear to

determine much of the variability in the long-term bistability temperature range, even

across our different geographic configurations: (1) ice albedo and (2) the A term in the

climate sensitivity formulation (see main text) (Fig. S3A, B). Higher ice albedo increases

the strength of the positive ice albedo feedback that drives bistability, thus also increasing

the bistable window. Temperature ranges for bistability only exceed 1◦C in the highest

ice albedo scenarios and in no other simulations. The upper-bound of ice albedo that

we simulate here is high compared to average “real world” values due to factors such as
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melt-ponds, dust, and others that tend to decrease ice albedo. For reference, we include

the albedo value assigned to non-melting ice in the Community Atmosphere Model (0.73;

magenta line in Fig. S3A).

The temperature response to pCO2 also influences the range of temperatures where long-

term bistability is possible (Fig. S3B). The bistability window is generally smaller when

the temperature response to pCO2 (thus, climate sensitivity) is greater. This result likely

emerges from a steepening of the greenhouse temperature-pCO2 curve, strengthening the

feedback and shortening the overall range of bistability (i.e. its overlap with the icehouse

temperature-pCO2 curve). While a stronger ice albedo feedback steepens the icehouse

temperature-pCO2 curve climates, it also tends to make the icehouse climate more stable,

counteracting this effect and leading to a broader bistability window with a stronger

ice albedo feedback. Climate sensitivity does not impact the stability of the greenhouse

climate, just the range of overlap it shares with the icehouse state.

For the other parameters there is no clear trend linking the temperature range of long-

term bistability with the parameter value. Instead, different geographic configurations

show different sensitivities, blurring the overall trend. The water vapor feedback, for

example, modifies how sensitive net atmospheric heating is to temperature, similar to cli-

mate sensitivity. However, since the temperature profile itself is sensitive to the geographic

configuration, the effect of changes in the water vapor feedback term is not uniform across

geographies (Fig. S3C).

Different geographic configurations yield different relationships between the range of

global temperature and global weathering where long-term bistability is possible (Fig.

S4A). In Tropicland world, for example, runoff is highly sensitive to temperature, so the

degassing range for long-term bistability increases rapidly with warming (yellow symbols

in Fig. S4A). In contrast, the weathering feedback is weaker in Subtropicland world
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where a broad long-term bistability range for temperature is possible with a narrower

degassing range (green symbols in Fig. S4A). The temperature range for short-term

climate bistability is positively correlated with, and increases about 3x faster than, that

for long-term climate bistability, with no obvious geography-driven trends (Fig. S4B).

Thus, the temperature range for long-term bistability remains small even as the short-

term bistability range reaches 5-10◦C.

Figures S1-S4
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Figure S1. Long-term climate response to volcanism ramp-up/ramp-down. Yellow

bars indicate period averaged for figure 3 in the main text. (A) Without solar insolation vari-

ability forcing step 3 is bistable, with an icehouse occurring if coming from an icehouse, and a

hothouse occurring if coming from a hothouse. In forcing step 4 coming from an icehouse, an

unstable ice sheet collapses after a few hundred thousand years. Since the glaciated state in

step 4 is transient this forcing step is considered monostable. (B) With insolation, there is no

long-term bistability in step 3 (or any step). Moreover, the ice sheet collapse in step 4 occurs

earlier, likely due to reaching an unstable state more quickly due to orbital variability. While

long-term climate is monostable, short-term bistability is still evident as lower-pCO2 hothouse

and higher-pCO2 icehouse states co-exist transiently for forcing steps 3 and 4. The “insolation

off” case is reproduced in faded colors of panel B for reference.
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Figure S2. When a given climate state must persist for all orbital forcings to be considered

stable in the long-term, the bistability range gets shorter. Dashed lines show the histogram from

the main text (with a given climate state persisting for > 75% of orbital configurations). The

percentage of solutions with no long-term bistability increases from ∼ 50 to nearly 70% as the

stable fraction of orbital configurations increases (and, consequently, climate “inertia” decreases).
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Figure S3. Sensitivity of the global temperature range for long-term bistability to climate

parameters. Each box and whisker plot shows simulations across geographies and for a stable

fraction of 1 or 0.75 (individual simulations denoted by red dots). (A) The long-term bistability

range is most responsive to ice albedo, which determines the strength of the ice albedo feedback,

although it is most sensitive at high ice albedo values that are likely physically unrealistic.

(B) The long-term bistability range decreases somewhat with greater cliamte sensitivity. The

bistability range for temperature is less sensitive to (C) The water vapor feedback term, (D) The

temperature threshold for ice formation, (E) Land albedo, and (F) The diffusivity coefficient.
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Figure S4. The long-term bistability range for degassing increases with the range for global

temperature in simulations where the stable fraction is 0.75 or 1 (A). The slope of the increase

depends on geography via its control over the weathering response to climate. The temperature

range for short-term bistability is correlated with that for long-term bistability (B). However,

the short-term bistability temperature range increases about 3 times faster than the long-term

bistability range.
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